
PAINT STORE BUSINESS PLAN TEMPLATE

Opening a paint store can get you on the path to a secure financial future if you have the creativity and tenacity How
good is your paint store's business plan?.

The Company's manufacturers representative portion of the projections are based upon accounts that the
company has obtained or are pending with very high probability. A basic stock of tint base and cleaners will
be purchased in the first month as well as supplies of painting accessories such as brushes and sandpaper for
contractors. Downtown Resident levels are at an all-time high. Distribute our fliers and handbills in target
areas in and around our neighborhood. It will not be unreasonable for the number of potential residential and
commercial customers to increase 10 to 30 percent each year. Faces some potential threats or risks to our
business. As the Company acquires additional representatives, they will be selected on criteria that includes
current industrial sales background and a base of industrial contacts that forms an immediate "warm market"
for The Company's products. In between 80 to 90 per cent requirements of the materials were met through
imports which currently have been reduced to about 40 per cent due to increased production of indigenous raw
materials. Paint Removers: These are products, which if applied, soften the paint or varnish so that it could be
removed easily with a knife. Yet, the potential income is significant working only a small portion of The
Company's leads. Hector Priamson will invest time and some capital to start the business. Muzak is a program
of in-store audio and messaging which customers cannot ignore, and that drives them to specials and
promotions they may not have been aware of. We will also keep meticulous records on what customers are
looking for that we do not currently have in stock. Tips It is a good idea to periodically host workshops to
teach various painting techniques or to demonstrate how to properly use various products, such as sprayers and
rollers. Find them using our link below and start calling until you are successful. The supply activities are
carried out with keeping the region and areas. State and Municipal Governments States and cities are
potentially large users for Shine for such applications as vehicles, architectural repair and construction,
anti-graffiti coatings for street signs and buildings, clear coatings of buildings for acid rain protection, railings
and guardrails, pipes, storage tanks, heating and cooling equipment, fireplugs, etc. Some of the manufacturers
of toxic marine polyurethane's are beginning to advertise their coatings as five to ten year finishes on marine
teak and mahogany. It needed a professional with a good deal of experience to operate and manage the
business. Create a budget for your paint store so that you can accurately identify the capital requirements for
your business. Industrial paint contractors along the Gulf Coast also offer a large potential market for The
Company. Building Blocks delivers to member stores IAIS merchandising guides, assortment guides, and
recommends what inventory to carry and what not to carry. Each of these programs have different costs
associated with them and different penetration in the market. Sutcliffe developed the performance
specifications for Shine products and performed the development testing of the products in conjunction with
Holly White, the original manufacturer. The Company will only be required to pick up its own expenses to
attend these trade shows. The competition for The Company's offerings in paint and primer products would
come principally from major paint manufacturers such as Elby, U. Eugene Won has been involved in
development, applications testing, and pilot marketing of environmentally safe inorganic ceramic coatings in
the marine industry for the past three years. For instance, marine blue is produced in a large quantity that it
allows even some exports. The City of Wilusa states there are 2, businesses located within one mile of the
proposed location. Currently Middle Eastern countries are in process of establishing different type of
industries including paint industry, therefore, dependence of these countries for exports will not be much
useful. But even then it got no cooperation from factory owners, and so the government established a fixed
rate of tax, possibly with the assistance of the small manufacturers. Thus, an emphasis will be placed on
ceramic customers after competition surfaces for the paint line. All of these things add to the desirable nature
of the proposed site. For twelve years, his consulting work included all aspects of U. We provide tips and
advice to improve your startup process. He was the founder of Won Aviation Corporation, a successful
aerospace consulting firm that specialized in assisting high technology companies in creating new divisions
and entering new areas of business. Not many consumer, commercial or industrial product companies can
introduce a new technology into an environmentally driven market, and show eight years of successful use
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around the world. Once again with so many businesses located downtown there is an infinite amount of
business. It is prepared by mixing bitumen in driving oil. The most cost-effective source will be current
customers.


